Despite that the accuracy and efficiency of stereo matching technology have significantly improved in the past decades, the issue of edge-blurring remains a challenge to most of the existing approaches. In this paper, we propose a minimum spanning tree (MST) based stereo matching method by using the image edge and segmentation optimization to preserve the image boundary. We first exploit a fast disparity range estimation method by combining the Surf and Akaze feature points to improve the computational efficiency. Second, we utilize the image edges and brightness information to generate a self-adaptive weight function, which is able to significantly improve the accuracy of MST aggregating in the regions of complex texture and boundaries with similar color distribution. Third, we employ the image segmentation to extract the invalid regions of the estimated disparity map, and propose a post-processing scheme to refine the disparity result. Finally, we run our method on several Middlebury and KITTI datasets. The comparison results between our method and other state-of-the-art approaches demonstrate that the proposed method has high accuracy for disparity computation and is especially robust to the edge-blurring.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is undoubted that the binocular stereo matching is a fundamental issue in the areas of image processing and computer vision. Given the assumption that pictures of different views are calibrated and rectified, the stereo matching is focusing on computing the dense disparity map between input binocular images. Benefiting from outstanding studies in the past decades, stereo matching has been applied to many highlevel vision tasks such as mobile robot navigation [1] , obstacle detection and intelligent driven [2] , pose estimation and recognition [3] , object detection and 3D reconstruction [4] , UAV localization and navigation [5] , and many other areas [6] - [8] .
Despite great progress made in computational accuracy and efficiency of stereo matching in the past decade, there are The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Shuhan Shen.
still several noticeable challenges such as illumination variation, shape deformation, untextured regions and complex edges. As a result, these widespread difficulties may lead to obvious errors generated by current stereo methods. Although many studies have tried to address those challenges, the issue of edge-blurring caused in the complex scene or untextured regions still remained. For a visual illustration, we employ the Cones dataset of Middlebury database to test the performance of some current approaches. The input images, ground truth and estimated disparity maps are displayed in Figure 1 . The subgraph (d) and (e) of Figure 1 respectively exhibit the disparity results of NLCA [26] and MC-CNN [16] methods, which indicate that the edge-blurring appeared in the estimated disparity maps produced by both methods.
To address the issue of edge-blurring, we propose here a minimum spanning tree (MST) based stereo matching method by using the image edge and segmentation optimization approach. The subgraph (f) of Figure 1 displays VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ the disparity map of the proposed approach, which demonstrates that the proposed method has the capability of edge-preserving. The main contributions of this article are highlighted as in the following:
• In order to improve computation efficiency of stereo matching, we revised a disparity range estimation framework by combining the Surf and Akaze feature correspondence methods. The proposed computation scheme is able to initialize the disparity map more efficiently.
• We developed a self-adaptive weight function of MST aggregation approach by utilizing the image edges and brightness information to address the issue of edgeblurring near the regions of image boundaries.
• To ensure the edge-preserving performance in the untextured regions, we explored a post-processing refinement approach by using image segmentation to recover the invalid regions of the computed disparity map. The remainder of this paper is organized as following: we reviewed previous related works in Section II. We introduced the disparity range estimation framework in section III. We described the proposed edge-preserving stereo matching method in section IV. The experimental results and discussions are presented in Section V. We then concluded the study in section VI.
II. RELATED WORKS
There have been numerous publications of stereo matching and related topics in the past decades. It is beyond the scope of this report to summarize all relevant studies. In order to make a direct overview, we only review and discuss the most relevant past studies that focused on addressing the challenges of complex scenes or untextured regions.
In early studies, picture resolution is usually low. Using large support windows for robust cost aggregation could usually acquire good disparity results [9] - [11] . However, those cost aggregation methods were difficult to adapt to high resolution images. Yoon and Kweon [12] , [13] presented an adaptive weight definition method to address the challenge, in which the cost aggregation is equivalent to the application of an edge-preserving filter on cost volume. Despite that their method could effectively improve the accuracy of disparity estimation, computational complexity was extremely high. Mattoccia et al. [14] recommended a fast stereo matching method with bilateral filter, which combined the efficiency of fast incremental calculation schemes with the effectiveness of adaptive weight approach. Moreover, Yang et al. [15] investigated a resolution enhanced approach of range image, by converting low resolution images to high resolution images through iterative steps.
High resolution images often capture complex scenes, such as complex edges and untextured regions. Despite that local stereo matching methods have the advantage of high computational efficiency [16] - [18] ; most of the local methods usually produce poor performance in the regions of occlusion and disparity discontinuity. On the contrary, the global stereo matching approaches can achieve high matching accuracy in general, but the computation process often requires a large number of iterative steps [19] - [22] , which leads to inferior performance on time-efficiency. In order to acquire good performance on both accuracy and efficiency, Hirschmuller [23] , [24] explored a semi-global stereo matching method. This method is essentially an improved dynamic programming method that preserves high efficiency of the dynamic programming algorithm by balancing the relationship between accuracy and speed. Another remarkable strategy for improving both the matching precision and efficiency was a nonparametric transformation matching method proposed by Mei et al. [25] . Their method introduced a census transform into color information as a similarity measure, which significantly improves the estimated accuracy in untextured regions.
Recently, the minimum spanning tree (MST) based stereo matching methods have being increasingly popular due to its benefits of high accuracy and efficiency for complex scenes in high resolution images [26] - [29] . In general, the MST based methods defined relationships of pixels through constructing an image as a tree, which has the advantages of low computational complexity and high robustness. However, most of MST based stereo matching methods are facing a typical limitation that the construction of MST may be inaccurate in the complex texture region or near to boundaries with similar color distribution, due to that the MST is usually constructed only by using the color or brightness information. To address this issue, several latest methods recommended to incorporate tree structures into other cost aggregation schemes to improve robustness [30] - [33] .
Given that the traditional stereo matching methods are difficult to gain superior performance on super-resolution images, due to a fact that complex edges and untextured regions usually cause inaccuracy. Some publications adopted the deep learning scheme to improve estimation accuracy [34] - [36] . For instance, Bontar and Lecun [37] employed convolutional neural networks to learn similarity measures and proposed a new computational method for matching cost. Seki and Pollefeys [38] incorporated deep neural networks into Semi-global matching for predicting accurate dense disparity map. Zhang and Wah [39] combined multi-objective optimization and convolutional neural networks to find new features to improve the performance of stereo matching. Despite that convolutional neural networks based stereo matching methods have shown the excellent performances on several evaluation databases, most of these methods require supervision and may have difficulty to be directly applied to real world data where ground truth is not easily accessible.
III. FRAMEWORK OF DISPARITY RANGE ESTIMATION
In the early studies, the gray difference and pixel distance based similarity measures were the common choices to perform matching cost computation between two input images. Although the straightforward similarity measures can ensure efficiency of the matching cost computation, it may give rise to mistakes in the untextured regions. In the past few years, the matching cost computational methods based on convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are increasingly popular in stereo matching because it can produce a more accurate matching cost result. However, most of the CNNs based approaches usually require supervision and greater time consumption.
It is well-known that the SURF has demonstrated its high efficiency in many previous studies [40] - [42] . However, the SURF method may be not always stable for feature point detecting in untextured regions. As a successful future detection scheme developed recently, Akaze method utilizes multiple descriptors and nonlinear scale space to balance the accuracy and efficiency of feature detection [43] , [44] . In order to access to an accurate and efficient matching cost computation, we construct a disparity range estimation framework by combining the SURF and Akaze feature detection methods. This pre-processing scheme can not only increase the accuracy of matching cost result, but also decreases the time consumption by narrowing the search scope of matching cost computation.
First, we adopt Surf and Akaze detectors respectively to detect feature points from the input image pairs. We then assemble the extracted feature points of both Surf and Akaze detectors to construct a candidate set of feature points [57] . After that, we utilize the nearest neighbor approximation method to compute the initial feature point correspondence [45] . To illustrate the benefit of the combination of Surf and Akaze detectors on feature point detection, Figure 2 displays the detection and matching results of the feature points of Baby1 dataset by using the Surf, Akaze and combination scheme, respectively. As shown in Figure 2 (a) and (b), despite that the Surf method performed very well in texturerich areas because of its strong rotation, translation and scale invariance, it produced a low performance in the untextured regions. Although the Akaze detector generated some false results of feature detection and matching, it detected more feature points, especially in the low texture regions. As what can be seen from Figure 2 (c), using the combination of features of Surf and Akaze detectors we can provide more feature candidates in different image regions and allow us to extract more accurate and robust matching points for disparity range estimation.
To provide a reasonable disparity range to reduce the time consumption of matching cost computation, we construct a reliable feature correspondence extracting framework to eliminate false matching feature points, as specifically described in the following.
Step.1: Assume points p and q are the corresponding feature points of input left and right pictures respectively. Because corresponding feature points must be located on the same epipolar line, the coordinates along the y-axis of the corresponding feature points should be equated, as can be written in the following:
where p y and q y denote the vertical coordinates of the points p and q, respectively. The symbol ω indicates the threshold which is usually set as a small value closed to zero.
Step.2: Given the fact that disparity of the corresponding feature point should be a nonnegative value, the coordinates along the x-axis of the corresponding feature points should satisfy the following equation.
where p x and q x respectively express the horizontal coordinates of the points p and q, and the notation µ indicates the assumptive maximum value of the disparity map. Because the disparity range is usually a not very large value, we set µ = 150 in this paper to avoid mistake. With the Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), we can remove some false corresponding feature points which are not satisfying the space constraint of feature correspondence.
Step.3: Due to a fact that the corresponding feature points should have consistent brightness values; we detect and remove the mismatched feature correspondence by using the following brightness consistent constraint:
where I (p) and I (q) indicate brightness values of the points p and q, respectively. The symbol κ denotes a threshold with a small value, which is employed to extract and eliminate the improper matching points.
Step.4: In addition to the above-mentioned mismatched feature correspondence extraction steps by using space and brightness constraints, we utilize a census transform to further examine reliability of the remainder corresponding feature points. The census transform is a non-parametric local transform, which is robust to illumination variation. After the census transforming of the matched feature points, we use the Hamming distance between corresponding points to examine the similarity, as described in the following equation:
where census(·) indicates the census transform, and the symbol τ denotes a free parameter for judging the similarity of corresponding points. Figure 2 (d) exhibits the extraction result of feature point correspondence by using the abovementioned steps, which indicates that the proposed framework is able to eliminate accurately the mismatched feature correspondences.
Step.5: With the extracted reliable feature point correspondences, we select the minimum and maximum of distances of the dense feature correspondences to construct the disparity range.
Current methods using CNNs usually require long computational time and are prone to overfitting. To address those issues, we utilize the estimated disparity range to limit the matching cost computation and employ a convolutional neural network [37] to compute the matching cost in a reasonable range. We expect that the proposed method can increase computational accuracy and decrease time consumption simultaneously.
IV. STEREO MATCHING USING MINIMUM SPANNING TREE A. EDGE-PRESERVING MST CONSTRUCTION FOR COST AGGREGATION
Given the computed matching cost, most traditional stereo matching methods implemented the cost aggregation via averaging local matching cost with constant disparity in a specific window [46] , [47] . The local cost aggregation approaches would perform a linear computation scheme to ensure low running time. Nevertheless, these methods are liable to blur depth edges. Although edge-aware filters have demonstrated their ability of edge-preserving in many previous studies [48] , [49] , the implementation of existing methods are usually slow.
In recent years, the MST based stereo matching methods have been increasingly popular due to the significant characters of high accuracy and low computational complexity [26] . However, the existing approaches usually construct a MST model by simply using the image brightness to define a weight between the nearest neighboring pixels, which may cause edge-blurring in complex scenes or untextured regions.
We propose a MST based cost aggregation approach by incorporating image edges with brightness information to define a reasonable weight of neighboring pixels.
Assume the input left picture is a reference image which can be represented as a connected, undirected graph G = (V , E) where the vertices V are all image pixels and lines E are all connected lines between nearest neighboring pixels. Let p and q denote a pair of neighboring pixels, the weight between neighboring pixels can be expressed as following:
where I (p) and I (q) indicate the image brightness value of pixels p and q, and the notation w b (p, q) indicates the weight between neighboring pixels. For color pictures, we compute brightness weights of different channels separately and select the maximum weight. It is quite straightforward to define the weight between neighboring pixels by using Eq. (5), however, such simple definition may produce edge-blurring in complex scenes or untextured regions because brightness values of pixels are prone to be dramatic different or consistent. To address this issue, we utilize image edges to modify the definition of the weight between neighboring pixels. In order to ensure robustness of image edges, we first employ a bilateral filter to remove possible noises. We then extract image edges by using a Canny operator. The gray values of the pixels in the edge map are fixed as either 0 or 255. Thus we define the complementary weight between neighboring pixels by using image edge as following:
where f (p) and f (q) indicate the gray values of pixels p and q in the detected edge map. The weight w e (p, q) = 0 when the neighboring pixels are all located in the image edge or in a smooth region. In contrast, the weight w e (p, q) = 255. Because the weights of Eq. (5) and Eq. (6) are not in the same magnitude, we introduce an adjustment factor λ to balance the brightness weight w b (p, q) and edge weight w e (p, q). The combination weight between nearest neighboring pixels can be expressed as below:
Using Eq. (7), the MST of the graph G = (V , E) can be calculated by Kruskal approach [50] . The progress of cost aggregation can be formulated in the following two steps:
First, we aggregate the raw cost from the leaf node to root node on the MST as shown in Figure 3 (a) where the symbol v7 denotes the root node. Specifically, the aggregated cost C A↑ d (v) of the node v(v ∈ V ) can be computed using the following equation:
where the symbol v i denotes the i th node on the constructed MST and P(v i ) = v is the parent of node v i . The function 
represents the similarity between the node v i and its parent node v, and the notation δ indicates a constant for adjusting the similarity between the leaf and parent nodes. Figure 3 (b) illustrates the process of cost aggregation from one node toward another node on a MST, the symbol C A↑ d (v6) denotes the aggregated cost value at node v6 contains supports received from its subtrees and itself (nodes v4, v5 and v6 in the area within green circle), the polynomial
indicates the supports v7 received from nodes in the area within red circle (nodes v1, v2, v3 and v7) other than node v6 and its subtrees, and the notation S(v7, v6) represents the similarity between the node v7 and v6. Thus, the actual supports received by node v6 from v7 and its subtrees can be denoted as
). With the given computational scheme of cost aggregation at a node on a MST as shown in Figure 3 (b), the aggregated cost value C A d (v) of any node v can be obtained from its parent P(v) as illustrated in Figure 3 (c). We then update the aggregated cost C A d (v) form the root node towards leaf nodes using the following equation:
where
node v is a root node. After the above two steps, the final cost aggregation can be obtained.
B. REFINED DISPARITY MAP USING IMAGE SEGMENTATION OPTIMIZATION
With the computed cost aggregation, the winner-take-all optimization strategy is used to determine the disparity value by extracting the smallest aggregated cost, as shown in the following:
where D(v) denotes the disparity value of pixel v. Then, disparity maps of various views can be calculated by taking the left and right pictures as reference images respectively. Given the disparity maps of left and right views, unstable pixels are first extracted from the two disparity maps by using mutual consistency check. In this procedure, the cost value of unstable pixels is replaced by 0 for all disparity levels. In contrast, the cost value of stable pixels at disparity level d is reset to |d − D(v)| where pixel v is stable and D(v) > 0. Then, the cost aggregation can be updated using a new cost, in which the aggregated cost of unstable pixels is propagated from those of stable pixels by using the MST model.
Although the commonly used disparity refining scheme is convenient to develop disparity map with high accuracy; it may produce invalid regions near image boundaries, especially in the occlusion areas. Figure 4 shows some estimated disparity maps using traditional disparity refining schemes, where the black boxes indicate invalid regions. To address such problem, we propose a disparity refining method based on image segmentation optimization. First, the disparity map is segmented into several regions by using an image segmentation method [51] . Each segmented region is regarded as a subtree of the disparity map. Second, we exploit a criterion to judge whether the segmented region is stable. Finally, we recover the invalid regions by propagating the matching cost from neighboring stable regions. The framework of the proposed disparity refining method based on image segmentation optimization is described as following.
Step.1: Assume the disparity map is an undirected graph G = (V , E ), in which V indicates all pixels of the map and E denotes the connected edges between neighboring pixels. Thus any pixel v ∈ V can be described as a vertex, and weight w(v p , v q ) of the edge connected vertices v p and v q is determined by the grey difference between the pixels v p and v q .
Step.2: Name the edges as e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e N according to their ranks of corresponding weight values w 1 < w 2 < . . . < w N . Suppose T p and T q are the subtrees of the graph G , and e n (e 1 ≤ e n ≤ e N ) is the edge connected to the nodes v p ∈ T p and v q ∈ T q . If the weight w e n of the edge e n satisfies the following condition, we combine the subtrees T p and T q to form a merged subtree.
where T p and T q denote the total number of pixels of the subtrees T p and T q , and max(T p ) and max(T q ) indicate the maximum edge weights of the subtrees T p and T q . The symbol ε is an adjustment factor which is usually fixed as a constant parameter. We set ε = 4000 here [51] . Apply the condition (11) to check all edges e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e N , the original disparity map can be divided into several small regions, and each region represents an updated subtree.
Step.3: Within the divided small regions, we check each area to determine whether it is a stable region. Assume |N r | is the total number of pixels in a small region N r , and N f denotes the number of true pixels which satisfy the left-right consistency constraint in the region N r . Then we employ a threshold α to judge whether the region N r is stable by using the following equation:
where the threshold α ∈ (0, 1) is a free parameter used to examine the scale of false pixels in the region N r .
Step.4: For the uncertain regions obtained by using Eq. (12), we recheck whether they are stable areas by comparing them with neighboring stable regions. As shown in Figure 5 , assume the red area N O is an uncertain region, where the black circle indicates the root node of the subtree corresponding to region N O . The areas I, II, . . . , VII and VIII are eight neighboring regions around the region N O . We first extract stable neighborhood regions from the eight neighboring regions of uncertain areas. Then we respectively compute average disparity values of the uncertain region and its stable neighborhood regions, and search for the minimum bias neighborhood region by using the following equation:
where avg(·) indicates the average value of the disparity in a small area. The notation N i denotes a region belonging to stable neighborhood regions of the uncertain region. Finally, we determine the stability of the uncertain region via the following judgment:
where β is a threshold used to judge whether the region is stable. The value of β is usually set to half of the estimated maximum disparity value.
Step.5: After labeling stable and unstable regions, we replace the cost value of the pixels in unstable regions by 0 for all disparity levels. Then, the aggregated cost of unstable pixels is propagated from those of the pixels in stable areas by using the MST model.
After the above-mentioned disparity refining steps, the final disparity map can be achieved.
V. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS A. ERROR MEASURE
To conduct a quantitative evaluation, the percentage of bad matching pixels of stereo matching was computed to show performance of the proposed method [52] , using the formula in the following:
where d C (x, y) denotes the estimated disparity result, d T (x, y) denotes the ground truth, N is the total number of reference image pixels, and δ d is the error threshold, which is generally 1 or 3. In the following experiments, we evaluated the aggregation accuracy of the comparison methods in non-occlusion regions. Additionally, we set the error threshold δ d = 1 for the Middlebury evaluation datasets and δ d = 3 for the KITTI datasets.
In order to demonstrate the capability of our method in edge-preserving, we utilized the Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) and Sharpness (Sharp) to evaluate the performance of various approaches on disparity computation. Specifically, the SSIM can evaluate the level of structural similarity [58] and Sharp measures the consistency of sharpness [59] between the truth and computed disparities.
B. DISCUSSION OF FREE PARAMETERS
To achieve the desired edge-preserving stereo matching result, some free parameters of the proposed method need to be given appropriate values. We employ the Teddy and Cones datasets of Middlebury evaluation data to test the performance of the proposed method with various choices of free parameters. The input evaluation datasets and ground truths are displayed in Figure 6 .
We first fix the values of the free parameters λ and α, and run our method on Teddy and Cones datasets with different values of parameters ω, κ and τ . Then we fix the values of the free parameters ω, κ and τ , and run our method with various values of parameters λ and α. Figure 7 respectively shows various results of the proposed method corresponding to different choices of the values of free parameters. As can be seen from Figure 7 , the best performance of the proposed method on the different testing datasets may require various values of free parameters. Based on statistical results of the Errors on Teddy and Cones datasets, we recommend to set the free parameters ω = 0.9, κ = 9, τ = 2, λ = 0.3 and α = 0.5 here, even though the selected values of the free parameters may be not the best choices for other evaluation datasets.
C. EXPERIMENTS WITH DIFFERENT MODELING CHOICES
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our method with different modeling choices by using several typical datasets of the Middlebury data. For a comprehensive evaluation, we utilize the experimental datasets with various sizes to test the performance of different modeling choices. Specifically, the datasets of Tsukuba and Venus are smallsize images, and the datasets of Cones and Teddy are full-size images. Table 1 summarizes the quantitative evaluation results of the final model and the other models with different modeling choices. The final model-DRE indicates the proposed method without disparity range estimation, the final model-IEC denotes the method without image edge constraint, and the final model-ISO represents our method without image segmentation optimization, respectively. The computed disparity maps of various models are displayed in Figure 8 .
It is noticeable that the proposed disparity range estimation can obviously decrease time consumption and gain the superior performance on full-size datasets. Although the image segmentation optimization may slightly increase running time, it significantly improves computing accuracy because the invalid regions of stereo matching are restored. Despite that the quantitative comparison results reveal that the image edge constraint is trivial for final performance on computing accuracy, it is a key point for edge-preserving in complex scenes, as shown in Figure 8 .
The experimental results of different modeling choices indicate that the proposed disparity range estimation, image edge constraint and image segmentation optimization can increase both the computing accuracy and efficiency of stereo matching, and the presented method is robust to various image sizes.
D. COMPARISON RESULTS FROM MIDDLEBURY DATABASE
In this section, we test our method using Middlebury datasets since the Middlebury database is a standard benchmark for stereo matching [53] . Figure 9 displays the reference frames and ground truths of Middlebury datasets, respectively.
We compare our approach with some state-of-the-art approaches including NLCA [26] , ST [28] , REAF [54] , MeshStereo [55] and MC-CNN [16] . The NLCA method is a classical stereo matching approach based on minimum spanning tree. The ST approach is constructed by applying the SegmentTree scheme to the original NLCA method. The REAF approach suggests a novel local pattern for stereo matching by using the recursive edge-aware filter. The MeshStereo method recommends a global optimization program with view interpolation. Finally, the MC-CNN is a convolutional neural network based stereo matching method, which has the significant advantage of high accuracy. Figure 10 shows several estimated disparity results of various evaluating methods performed on the Middlebury datasets, where the black boxes and circles denote the regions with weak edges or complex textures. As shown in the Figure 10 , the image edges of the estimated disparity results of our method are significantly improved compared with those of other evaluation approaches, especially in the regions contained weak edges or complex textures. The visual comparison indicates that our method has the gratifying capacity of edge-preserving.
For a quantitative comparison, Table 2 summarizes the disparity error results of the evaluated methods performed on the Middlebury datasets. It is obvious that our method produced the competitive results compared with the other state-of-the-art approaches, especially gained the superior performance on image sets of Cones, Teddy, Aloe, Books, Cloth2, Lamshade1, laundry and Midd1.
In order to show the capability of our method in edgepreserving, we further utilize the metrics of SSIM and Sharp to evaluate the performance of the evaluated approaches on disparity computation. Table 3 shows the results of quantitative comparison of evaluated methods on Middlebury datasets using SSIM and Sharp. The proposed approach presented superior performance in most of the tested datasets and produced the best result on the average scores among the six evaluated methods. Because the metrics of SSIM and Sharp denote the structural similarity and sharpness consistency respectively between the truth and estimated disparities, the better results in those two indexes indicate better performance on edge-preserving. The comparison results on metrics of SSIM and Sharp demonstrate that the proposed approach can accurately compute disparities in regions of image edges and object boundaries owing to its superior capability of edge-preserving.
E. COMPARISON RESULTS FROM KITTI DATABASE
Recently, the KITTI database has being increasingly popular for evaluating the robustness of latest stereo matching methods because the dataset was produced by using a moving vehicle [56] . In order to evaluate the robustness and accuracy of the proposed approach, we run our method on some typical KITTI datasets to conduct a further comparison with other state-of-the-art methods. Table 4 summarizes the comparison results of Error of various methods on KITTI data, which indicates that our approach presents a competitive performance, especially outperformed other classic methods. Although the MC-CNN gained the top performance among the evaluation methods, the convolutional neural network based methods usually require supervision and may be difficult directly applied to real world data where ground truth is not easily accessible. Table 5 summarizes the comparison results of SSIM and Sharp of evaluated methods on KITTI datasets. Although the MC-CNN approach acquired a slightly better result on the metric of Error compared with that of our method, our method presented the superior performance in terms of SSIM and Sharp. The results of this specific comparison indicate that our method has the high accuracy of disparity computation on KITTI datasets, again owing to its benefit of edge-preserving.
For a visual comparison, Figure 11 respectively displays the reference frames, ground truths and estimated disparity results of various evaluation methods on KITTI 2015 datasets, where the white squares indicate regions of image edges and object boundaries. It is undisputed that the KITTI database is actually difficult for existing stereo matching models due to challenges caused by illumination change, occlusions and complex scene. As what can be seen from Figure 11 , the disparity results of our method are indeed the best compared to other state-of-theart methods, especially in the indicated areas, because the image edges and object boundaries in our estimated disparity maps are well preserved. The experimental results of KITTI datasets demonstrate the robustness and accuracy of our method.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed an improved framework of stereo matching based on minimum spanning tree. We first adopted a disparity range estimation scheme to improve computational efficiency. Then we combined image edges and brightness information to construct a self-adaptive weight function of cost aggregation. Finally, we recommended a refining strategy of disparity map by using image segmentation optimization to extract invalid regions. The experimental results on Middlebury and KITTI datasets demonstrate that the proposed method presents robust and accurate performance, especially the capacity of edge-preserving.
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